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As we Moms move toward the close of the year –
coordinating end-of-the-school-term activities and
managing the always-frantic holiday schedule – we
finally begin to realize just how busy our days have
become.
And for so many of us, we continue to say “yes” – to
everything from our kids’ pleas to sign up for travel
soccer next spring to our co-worker’s request for us to serve on the board of her favorite community
organization.
While we want our families to have full, active lives, we also know that in reality the burden of
coordinating all those logistics – driving to out-of-town games and planning early dinners so we can get
to an evening board meeting – falls to us. Moreover, we Moms always prioritize health-care related
appointments, so when we begin to layer these visits on top of our already-busy schedules, we know
our lives will become just that much busier.
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That’s why I find key features of Damon Smile so helpful for Moms. Instead of visiting the orthodontist
every six weeks – and figuring out how to shoe-horn appointments into an already-jam-packed calendar
– Damon Smile requires follow-up visits on average of every 8 to 10 weeks. Also, traditional braces
typically stay on patients for six months longer than what Damon Smile patients experience, and
treatment plans typically don’t require invasive procedures such as tooth extractions – which involve
more appointments, as well as discomfort.
In addition, Damon Smile takes the legwork out of finding an orthodontist through the Damon Doctor
Locator, which allows families to search online – as well as via Facebook and mobile devices – for nearby
orthodontists who offer Damon Smile. The locator’s enhanced features – including larger maps and
animation – make it easy to find the right doctor.

We’re thrilled to offer a Damon Smile makeover giveaway to one of our readers, age 18 years or older!
Just click here to learn more about how you can enter for a chance to win.
http://www.momcentral.com/blogs/the-momcentral-blog/streamlining-family-schedule-damon-smilegiveaway

